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THE objeet of this study' is (i) to quantify the inter-conneetion bet
ween short and long-term rate of interest in the organized money
capital markets of India; and eii) to find a relation between short
term rate of interest and excess reserves of the scheduled banks and 
the bank rate. 

There is an array of short rates that can be considered in the analy
sis. The term short rate may refer to either one of the following: 
treasury bill rate, inter-bank call rate, commercial bill rate, the de
posit and lending rates of commercial banks and, finally, the bank 
rate. In addition to these another short rate that can be considered 
is the bazaar bill rate. In this analysis three rates are tried. The :/lrst 
one ('8,) is the average of treasury bill rate and three month deposit 
rate of the State Bank of India (or its predecessor, the Imperial Bank 
of India) and other major scheduled banks at Calcutta and Bombay. 
The second one ('8.) is the average of the earlier one and the average 
call loan rate of the State Bank of India (or its predecessor Imperial 
Bank of India) and other major scheduled banks at Bombay and 
Calcutta. The third rate «S3) is the average of the first «8,), the 
average calI loan rate and the average bazaar bill rate at Bom
bay and Calcutta. Similarly, long-term rate may refer to Government 
and corPorate bond rates, yield on ordinary and preference shares. 
Government, being an important borrower of funds, plays a dominant 
role in money-capital markets of India. The yield on long-term 
Government bonds is often considered. to represent the long rate. 
In this study the percentage yield on Government of India non-termi
nable three per cent Rupee paper is used to represent long-term rate 
of interest. 
Long-Term Rate of Interest 

It is commonly stated that the long-term rate of interest is a moving 
average of the expected short-term rates." On the assumption that the 
expectations of the investors about the future movements of short
term rates are based on their experience of the course of short-term 
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1 Data for the study are obtained from Reports on CUTYImC1/ aM Fina.""", 
and vario"" issues of ReBerue Bank of Indu. Bulletin, Reserve Bank of India. 
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